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 Climate change and the Reef

Nemo won't
be coming home
Nemo, the lovable clownfish, may
be unable to find his way home as
the acidity of the world’s oceans
increases due to carbon dioxide
emissions. Clownfish are swept
away from their home reef into the
open ocean as tiny babies and use
their acute sense of smell to find
their way back again. When sea
water becomes more acidic, fish
are unable to smell their way
home. If we don’t cut back
emissions, scientists fear that fish
could completely lose their sense
of smell in about 150 years.

…and if he does he
may find his home is
not so ‘homey’ 
Like corals, anemones can also
loose their symbiotic algae and
bleach. No one knows for sure yet,
but bleached anemones may not
make suitable homes for clownfish.
If climate change continues, Nemo
could be one of countless fish left
without a home. 

Fish
populations
grow and shrink
with climate
fluctuations
Fish numbers can increase or
decrease due to changes in the
climate. This is similar to what
happens to other animals – for
example, warm wet weather
increases mosquito numbers.
Scientists have found that
damselfish populations increase
when ocean currents carry warmer
water to the Reef. This could mean
that fish populations across the
Reef will boom and bust at the
same time due to changes 
in climate.

Something fishy
going on here

Butterflies go
hungry 
Butterfly fish are coral-eaters and
depend on corals for their main
source of food. When coral reefs
bleach, butterfly fish go hungry and
populations of coral-eating fish
shrink dramatically. 

Shark
nurseries
under threat
Blacktip shark pups frolic in the
safety of warm, shallow, nursery
waters nestled amongst the roots
of coastal mangroves. Here they
learn to hunt and have a plentiful
source of food until they are old
enough to live in deeper water. With
climate change, though, this
habitat is under threat. Rising sea
levels could flood mangrove areas,
leaving the shark pups without 
a nursery.

Baby fish lost 
in space
When damselfish breed, their eggs
are swept out to sea and the baby
fish must swim back to the reef to
find a home. Baby fish are carried
at the mercy of currents, the
conveyor belts of the ocean.
Climate change is changing how
these ocean transport systems
work and could mean that baby fish
are swept far from their reef home. 

Many more
homeless fish
Many reef fish make their home
in the intricate structures
created by living corals. These
beautiful coral apartments
provide protection from
predators. Climate change
could turn luxury coral
apartments into slums leaving
fish vulnerable to predators.

Fish fry
More than 1500 species of fish
live on the Great Barrier Reef.
They have many important roles
like tending gardens of algae,
cleaning and sculpting the Reef.
Without fish, the Reef would look
very different. Climate change is
already having a range of impacts
on fish populations.  
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